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falls in love with the man she has sworn to kill. Atlas Shrugged, a modern
classic and Rand’s most extensive statement of Objectivism—her
groundbreaking philosophy—offers the reader the spectacle of human
greatness, depicted with all the poetry and power of one of the twentieth
century’s leading artists.
The Moscow Option Mar 22 2022 This provocative alternative history
looks at the Second World War from a new angle - what might have
happened had the Germans taken Moscow in 1941. Based on authentic
history and real possibilities, this unique speculative narrative plays out
the dramatic consequences of opportunities taken and examines the
grotesque possibilities of a Third Reich triumphant.On 30 September
1941, the Germans fight their way into the ruins of Moscow and the
Soviet Union collapses. Although Russian resistance continues, German
ambition multiplies after this signal success and offensives are launched
in Africa, the Mediterranean and the Middle East. Hitler's armies,
assured of victory, make their leader's dreams reality and Allied hopes of

Atlas Shrugged Jun 01 2020 Peopled by larger-than-life heroes and
villains, charged with towering questions of good and evil, Atlas
Shrugged is Ayn Rand’s magnum opus: a philosophical revolution told in
the form of an action thriller—nominated as one of America’s best-loved
novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Who is John Galt? When he
says that he will stop the motor of the world, is he a destroyer or a
liberator? Why does he have to fight his battles not against his enemies
but against those who need him most? Why does he fight his hardest
battle against the woman he loves? You will know the answer to these
questions when you discover the reason behind the baffling events that
play havoc with the lives of the amazing men and women in this book.
You will discover why a productive genius becomes a worthless
playboy...why a great steel industrialist is working for his own
destruction...why a composer gives up his career on the night of his
triumph...why a beautiful woman who runs a transcontinental railroad
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recovery seem almost hopelessly doomed.David Downing convincingly
blends actual history with the stimulating world of alternate events. The
Moscow Option is a chilling reminder that history might easily have been
very different.
Robert Redford Jun 13 2021 Traces the development of the acting career
of Robert Redford, analyzes his performances in motion pictures, and
discusses his debut as a film director
Cloudsplitter Sep 16 2021 A triumph of the imagination, rich in incident
and beautiful in its detail, Cloudsplitter brings to life one of history's
legendary figures--John Brown, whose passion to abolish slavery lit the
fires of the American Civil War in a conflagration that changed
civilization.
Pavane Mar 30 2020 1588: Queen Elizabeth is felled by an assassin's
bullet. Within the week, the Spanish Armada had set sail, and its victory
changed the course of history. 1968: England is still dominated by the
Church of Rome. There are no telephones, no television, no nuclear
power. As Catholicism and the Inquisition tighten their grip, rebellion is
growing.
One Man's Flag Jan 20 2022 Spring 1915. Eight months after foiling a
plot to delay the embarkation of France-bound British troops, and
reluctantly arresting his lover's brother for being involved, Jack McColl is
stationed in India, charged with defending the Empire against Bengali
terrorists and their German allies. Belgium, he finds, is not the only
country seeking to expel an invader. In England, meanwhile, Colm
Hanley is executed, and his sister Caitlin Hanley begins the business of
rebuilding her life. The war is changing everything, and giving fresh
impulse to those causes—feminism, socialism and Irish
independence—which she as a journalist has long supported. The threat
of a Rising in Dublin alarms McColl's bosses as much as it dazzles
Caitlin. It was one Irish plot which came between Jack and Caitlin in
1914, and it will take another to bring them back together, as both
enemies and lovers.
Kenya, Beyond the Marich Pass Sep 04 2020 A personal account of the
life of a district officer in the West Pokot District of Rift Valley Province,
silesian-station-john-russell-2-david-downing

Kenya in the mid-20th century. Russell describes his daily routine, life in
the boma, safaris and the technical work carried out. It features
vignettes of the people among whom he lived.
Jack of Spies May 24 2022 Set on the eve of the First World War, across
oceans and continents, steamliners and cross-country trains, David
Downing’s complex and thrilling new espionage novel takes us all the
way back to the dawn of that most fascinating of 20th century
characters—the spy. It is 1913, and those who follow the news closely
can see the world is teetering on the brink of war. Jack McColl, a
Scottish car salesman with an uncanny ear for languages, has always
hoped to make a job for himself as a spy. As his sales calls take him from
city to great city—Hong Kong to Shanghai to San Francisco to New
York—he moonlights collecting intelligence for His Majesty's Secret
Service, but British espionage is in its infancy and Jack has nothing but a
shoestring budget and the very tenuous protection of a boss in far-away
London. He knows, though, that a geopolitical catastrophe is brewing,
and now is both the moment to prove himself and the moment his
country needs him most. Unfortunately, this is also the moment he
begins to realize what his aspiration might cost him. He understands his
life is at stake when activities in China suddenly escalate from innocent
data-gathering and casual strolls along German military concessions to
arrest warrants and knife attacks. Meanwhile, a sharp, vivacious
American suffragette journalist has wiled her way deep into his
affections, and it is not long before he realizes that her Irish-American
family might be embroiled in the Irish Republican movement Jack's
bosses are fighting against. How can he choose between his country and
the woman he loves? And would he even be able to make such a choice
without losing both?
Acres of Diamonds Oct 25 2019 Russell H. Conwell Founder Of Temple
University Philadelphia.
World Population and World Food Supplies Nov 06 2020 Originally
published in 1954. This great work surveys the distribution of the world’s
population and the food production of all countries chosen as important
by reason of either their demands on the world food market or their
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contributions to it. The author concludes that the more advanced
countries can be reasonably assured of food supplies for an indefinite
period. The less advanced countries can no longer rely on self-contained
systems: they must seek co-operation with the advanced countries to
supply them with the appliances needed for a more highly developed
agriculture. This book at the time gave statesmen and their scientific
advisers, agriculturalists and agricultural economists an invaluable new
instrument.
Paris Aug 03 2020
Station Eleven Oct 05 2020 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • An audacious,
darkly glittering novel set in the eerie days of civilization’s collapse—the
spellbinding story of a Hollywood star, his would-be savior, and a
nomadic group of actors roaming the scattered outposts of the Great
Lakes region, risking everything for art and humanity. Now an original
series on HBO Max. Over one million copies sold! Kirsten Raymonde will
never forget the night Arthur Leander, the famous Hollywood actor, had
a heart attack on stage during a production of King Lear. That was the
night when a devastating flu pandemic arrived in the city, and within
weeks, civilization as we know it came to an end. Twenty years later,
Kirsten moves between the settlements of the altered world with a small
troupe of actors and musicians. They call themselves The Traveling
Symphony, and they have dedicated themselves to keeping the remnants
of art and humanity alive. But when they arrive in St. Deborah by the
Water, they encounter a violent prophet who will threaten the tiny band’s
existence. And as the story takes off, moving back and forth in time, and
vividly depicting life before and after the pandemic, the strange twist of
fate that connects them all will be revealed. Look for Emily St. John
Mandel’s new novel, Sea of Tranquility, coming soon!
The Red Eagles Dec 19 2021 World War II is nearly over. For the
Russians, the enemy is no longer Nazi Germany, but the American
behemoth that threatens to topple the Communist revolution. Deep
within the walls of the Kremlin, Stalin’s top man hatches a brilliant plan
that will alter the course of postwar history—and it’s all based on a
deception as simple as the shell game. Five years later, an atomic bomb
silesian-station-john-russell-2-david-downing

detonates deep within the borders of the Soviet Union, stunning the
experts who had predicted that Russian science could not produce such a
devastating weapon for at least another generation. The Red Eagles
traces the adventures of two spies, Jack Kuznetsky and Amy Brandon, as
they track down the most deadly force in the world while hiding their
true allegiances and intentions from their compatriots. They are the
“red” eagles, sent to America by one of its enemies to steal the greatest
secret of all: the key to producing the atomic bomb. Critically acclaimed
spy thriller writer David Downing draws fascinating portrayals of Stalin
and Hitler as they determine the fate of the world, drawing us at
breakneck speed from the Kremlin to Manhattan and Washington to
Cuba and New Zealand.
An Honest Man Jul 02 2020 'A compelling story of love and betrayal in
the divided Berlin of the 1980s' Sunday Times Best Books of 2019 'A
beautifully written, evocative literary thriller set in Berlin shortly before
the fall of the Wall' Financial Times Best Books of 2019 'A powerful and
moving love story by a writer at the top of his game' John Boyne In West
Berlin in 1989, eighteen-year-old Ralf has just left school and is living a
final golden summer with his three best friends. They spend their days
swimming, smoking and daydreaming about the future, oblivious to the
storm gathering on the other side of the Berlin Wall. But an unsettling
discovery about his family and a meeting with the mysterious Oz shatters
everything Ralf thought he knew about love and loyalty. And as old Cold
War tensions begin to tear his life apart, he finds himself caught up in a
web of deceit, forced to make impossible choices about his country, his
family and his heart.
The Annals of Tennessee to the End of the Eighteenth Century Apr
11 2021
Lady John Russell Feb 27 2020 This work has been selected by scholars
as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and
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we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a
quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Leviathan Wakes Apr 30 2020 From a New York Times bestselling and
Hugo award-winning author comes a modern masterwork of science
fiction, introducing a captain, his crew, and a detective as they unravel a
horrifying solar system wide conspiracy that begins with a single missing
girl. Now a Prime Original series. Humanity has colonized the solar
system—Mars, the Moon, the Asteroid Belt and beyond—but the stars are
still out of our reach. Jim Holden is XO of an ice miner making runs from
the rings of Saturn to the mining stations of the Belt. When he and his
crew stumble upon a derelict ship, the Scopuli, they find themselves in
possession of a secret they never wanted. A secret that someone is
willing to kill for—and kill on a scale unfathomable to Jim and his crew.
War is brewing in the system unless he can find out who left the ship and
why. Detective Miller is looking for a girl. One girl in a system of billions,
but her parents have money and money talks. When the trail leads him to
the Scopuli and rebel sympathizer Holden, he realizes that this girl may
be the key to everything. Holden and Miller must thread the needle
between the Earth government, the Outer Planet revolutionaries, and
secretive corporations—and the odds are against them. But out in the
Belt, the rules are different, and one small ship can change the fate of
the universe. "Interplanetary adventure the way it ought to be written."
—George R. R. Martin The Expanse Leviathan Wakes Caliban's War
Abaddon's Gate Cibola Burn Nemesis Games Babylon's Ashes Persepolis
Rising Tiamat's Wrath Leviathan Falls Memory's Legion The Expanse
Short Fiction Drive The Butcher of Anderson Station Gods of Risk The
Churn The Vital Abyss Strange Dogs Auberon The Sins of Our Fathers
Then We Take Berlin Oct 17 2021 “A stylish spy thriller” of postwar
Berlin—the first in a thrilling new series from the acclaimed author of the
silesian-station-john-russell-2-david-downing

Inspector Troy Novels (TheNew York Times Book Review). John Wilfrid
Holderness—aka Joe Wilderness—was a young Cockney cardsharp
surviving the London Blitz before he started crisscrossing war-torn
Europe as an MI6 agent. With the war over, he’s become a “free-agent
gumshoe” weathering Cold War fears and hard-luck times. But now he’s
being drawn back into the secret ops business when an ex-CIA agent
asks him to spearhead one last venture: smuggle a vulnerable woman out
of East Berlin. Arriving in Germany, Wilderness soon discovers he’s
being played as a pawn in a deadly game of atomic proportions. To
survive, he must follow a serpentine trail through his own past, into the
confidence of an unexpected lover, and go dangerously deep into a black
market scam the likes of which Berlin has never seen. The author of the
acclaimed Inspector Troy Novels, “Lawton’s gift for atmosphere,
memorable characters and intelligent plotting has been compared to
John le Carré. . . . Never mind the comparisons—Lawton can stand up on
his own, and Then We Take Berlin is a gem” (The Seattle Times). “[The
Joe Wilderness novels] are meticulously researched, tautly plotted,
historical thrillers in the mold of . . . Alan Furst, Phillip Kerr, Eric
Ambler, David Downing and Joseph Kanon.” —The Wall Street Journal
“[It] will thrill readers with an interest in WWII and the early Cold War
era.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review “A wonderfully complex and
nuanced thriller.” —Kirkus Reviews
Stettin Station Dec 07 2020 In the fall of 1941, Anglo-American journalist
John Russell is still living in Berlin, tied to the increasingly alien city by
his love for two Berliners: his fourteen-year-old son, Paul, and his
longtime girlfriend, Effi. Forced to work for both German and American
Intelligence, he's searching for a way out of Germany. Can he escape and
take Effi with him?
Wedding Station Oct 29 2022 The prequel to David Downing’s bestselling
Station series introduces John Russell, an Englishman with a political
past who must keep his head down as the Nazis solidify their power.
February 27, 1933. In this stunning prequel to the John Russell
espionage novels, the Reichstag parliament building in Berlin is set
ablaze. It’s just a month after Hitler’s inauguration as Chancellor of
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Germany, and the Nazis use the torching to justify a campaign of terror
against their political opponents. John Russell’s recent separation from
his wife threatens his right to reside in Germany and any meaningful
relationship with his six-year-old son, Paul. He has just secured work as a
crime reporter for a Berlin newspaper, and the crimes which he has to
report—the gruesome murder of a rent boy, the hit-and-run death of a
professional genealogist, the suspicious disappearance of a Nazisupporting celebrity fortune-teller—are increasingly entangled in the
wider nightmare engulfing Germany. Each new investigation carries the
risk of Russell’s falling foul of the authorities, at a time when the rule of
law has completely vanished, and the Nazis are running scores of pop-up
detention centers, complete with torture chambers, in every corner of
Berlin.
The Kill List Nov 25 2019 An extraordinary cutting-edge suspense novel
from the "king of the pack" (The Washington Times), #1 New York Times
bestselling author Frederick Forsyth. In northern Virginia, a secret
agency named TOSA (Technical Operations Support Activity) has one
mission: to track, find, and kill those so dangerous to the United States
that they are on a short, very close-held document known as the Kill List.
Now a new name has been added: a terrorist of frightening effectiveness
called the Preacher, who radicalizes young Muslims living abroad to
carry out assassinations. Unfortunately for him, one of his targets is a
retired Marine general, whose son is TOSA’s top tracker of men. The
Preacher has made it personal—and now the hunt is on….
Damascus Station: A Novel Jan 28 2020 "Damascus Station is the best
spy novel I have ever read." —General David Petraeus, former director of
the CIA A CIA officer and his recruit arrive in war-ravaged Damascus to
hunt for a killer in this page-turner that offers the "most authentic
depiction of modern-day tradecraft in print." (Navy SEAL sniper and New
York Times bestselling author Jack Carr). CIA case officer Sam Joseph is
dispatched to Paris to recruit Syrian Palace official Mariam Haddad. The
two fall into a forbidden relationship, which supercharges Haddad’s
recruitment and creates unspeakable danger when they enter Damascus
to find the man responsible for the disappearance of an American spy.
silesian-station-john-russell-2-david-downing

But the cat and mouse chase for the killer soon leads to a trail of highprofile assassinations and the discovery of a dark secret at the heart of
the Syrian regime, bringing the pair under the all-seeing eyes of Assad’s
spy catcher, Ali Hassan, and his brother Rustum, the head of the feared
Republican Guard. Set against the backdrop of a Syria pulsing with fear
and rebellion, Damascus Station is a gripping thriller that offers a
textured portrayal of espionage, love, loyalty, and betrayal in one of the
most difficult CIA assignments on the planet.
Wedding Station Jun 25 2022 The prequel to David Downing’s bestselling
Station series introduces John Russell, an Englishman with a political
past who must keep his head down as the Nazis solidify their power.
February 27, 1933. In this stunning prequel to the John Russell
espionage novels, the Reichstag parliament building in Berlin is set
ablaze. It’s just a month after Hitler’s inauguration as Chancellor of
Germany, and the Nazis use the torching to justify a campaign of terror
against their political opponents. John Russell’s recent separation from
his wife threatens his right to reside in Germany and any meaningful
relationship with his six-year-old son, Paul. He has just secured work as a
crime reporter for a Berlin newspaper, and the crimes which he has to
report—the gruesome murder of a rent boy, the hit-and-run death of a
professional genealogist, the suspicious disappearance of a Nazisupporting celebrity fortune-teller—are increasingly entangled in the
wider nightmare engulfing Germany. Each new investigation carries the
risk of Russell’s falling foul of the authorities, at a time when the rule of
law has completely vanished, and the Nazis are running scores of pop-up
detention centers, complete with torture chambers, in every corner of
Berlin.
Sealing Their Fate Feb 21 2022 As the Japanese fleet prepared to sail
from Japan to Pearl Harbor, the German army was launching its final
desperate assault on Moscow, while the British were planning a decisive
blow against Rommel in North Africa. The British conquered the desert,
the Germans succumbed to Moscow's winter, and the Japanese
awakened the sleeping giant of American might. In just three weeks,
from November 17 to December 8, the course of World War II was
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decided and the fate of Germany and Japan was sealed. With new insight
and a fresh perspective, David Downing tells the story of these crucial
days, shifting the riveting narrative from snowbound Russian villages to
the stormy northern Pacific, from the North African desert to Europe's
warring capitals, and from Tokyo to Washington.
Killer Show Jun 20 2019 The definitive book on The Station nightclub
fire on the 10th anniversary of the disaster
Perdido Street Station May 12 2021 WINNER OF THE AUGUST
DERLETH AND ARTHUR C. CLARKE AWARDS • A masterpiece
brimming with scientific splendor, magical intrigue, and fierce
characters, from the author who “has reshaped modern fantasy” (The
Washington Post) “[China Miéville’s] fantasy novels, including a trilogy
set in and around the magical city-state of New Crobuzon, have the
refreshing effect of making Middle-earth seem plodding and flat.”—The
New York Times The metropolis of New Crobuzon sprawls at the center
of the world. Humans and mutants and arcane races brood in the gloom
beneath its chimneys, where the river is sluggish with unnatural effluent
and foundries pound into the night. For a thousand years, the Parliament
and its brutal militias have ruled over a vast economy of workers and
artists, spies and soldiers, magicians, crooks, and junkies. Now a
stranger has arrived, with a pocketful of gold and an impossible demand.
And something unthinkable is released. The city is gripped by an alien
terror. The fate of millions lies with a clutch of renegades. A reckoning is
due at the city’s heart, in the vast edifice of brick and wood and steel
under the vaults of Perdido Street Station. It is too late to escape.
Masaryk Station Aug 27 2022 Berlin, 1948. Still occupied by the four
Allied powers and largely in ruins, the city has become the cockpit of a
new Cold War. The legacies of the war have become entangled in the
new Soviet-American conflict, creating a world of bizarre and fleeting
loyalties—a paradise for spies. As spring unfolds, a Western withdrawal
looks increasingly likely. Berlin’s German inhabitants live in fear of the
Soviet forces who occupy half the city, and whose legacy of violence has
ripped apart many families. John Russell works for both Stalin's NKVD
and the newly created CIA, trying his best to cut himself loose from both
silesian-station-john-russell-2-david-downing

before his double-agency is discovered by either. As tensions between
the great powers escalate, each passing day makes Russell’s position
more treacherous. He and his Soviet liaison, Shchepkin, seek out one
final operation—one piece of intelligence so damning it could silence the
wrath of one nation and solicit the protection of the other. It will be the
most dangerous task Russell has ever taken on, but one way or the other,
it will be his last.
Communism Jan 08 2021 Introduces communism, discussing its history,
its principles and characteristics, and the countries that practice it.
Antarctic Engineer Jul 14 2021 At 12 John Russell took afternoon tea
with Lady Shackleton. From that moment there was no doubt he would
become an Engineer. Antarctica was his goal.John was part of the
ANARE expeditions which pioneered Australia's Antarctic Stations in the
1950s.He was awarded the Polar Medal in 1956.This memoir was written
in his 99th year.
Diary of a Dead Man on Leave Apr 23 2022 From bestselling author
David Downing, master of historical espionage, comes a heart-wrenching
depiction of Germany in the days leading up to World War II and the
difficult choices of one man of conviction. In April 1938, a man calling
himself Josef Hofmann arrives at a boarding house in Hamm, Germany,
and lets a room from the widow who owns it. Fifty years later, Walter
Gersdorff, the widow's son, who was eleven years old in the spring of
1938, discovers the carefully hidden diary the boarder had kept during
his stay, even though he never should have written any of its contents
down. What Walter finds is a chronicle of one the most tumultuous years
in German history, narrated by a secret agent on a deadly mission. Josef
Hofmann was not the returned Argentinian immigrant he'd said he was-he was a communist spy under Moscow's command trying to reconnect
with remaining members of Germany's suppressed communist party.
Hofmann's bosses believe the common workers are the only way to stop
the German war machine from within. Posing as a railroad man,
Hofmann sets out on his game of "Russian roulette," approaching
Hamm's ex-party members one at a time and delicately feeling out their
allegiances. He always knew his mission would most likely end in his
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death, and he was satisfied to make that sacrifice for the revolution if it
could help stop Hitler and his abominable ideology. But as he grows
close to the Gersdorffs, accidentally stepping into the role of the father
Walter never had, Hofmann begins to wish for another kind of hope in his
life.
Fill 'er Up! Nov 18 2021 In this car culture of ours, what could be more
American than the gas station, from the roadside pit stop in the middle of
nowhere to the spit-and-polish, full service city shop? This brightly
illustrated history of service stations runs the gamut from East to West,
North to South, spotlighting the culture and lore of the gas-pumping
garage that has kept the United States moving for a century. Whether it's
the last-chance Texaco or the Sinclair dinosaur winking in the distance,
the beckoning Shell, or the winged Mobil horse, it's here in all its smalltown glory of compact architecture, inspired promotions, art deco
pumps, and endless views of the American horizon. Author Tim Russell,
one of the world's foremost collectors and historians of Petroliana, rolls
out the ribbon of highway that takes us to all of those way stations of
Americas motoring past.
Smalltime: A Story of My Family and the Mob Dec 27 2019 A Kirkus
Reviews Best Nonfiction Book of 2021 Family secrets emerge as a bestselling author dives into the history of the mob in small-town America.
Best-selling author Russell Shorto, praised for his incisive works of
narrative history, never thought to write about his own past. He grew up
knowing his grandfather and namesake was a small-town mob boss but
maintained an unspoken family vow of silence. Then an elderly relative
prodded: You’re a writer—what are you gonna do about the story?
Smalltime is a mob story straight out of central casting—but with a
difference, for the small-town mob, which stretched from Schenectady to
Fresno, is a mostly unknown world. The location is the brawny postwar
factory town of Johnstown, Pennsylvania. The setting is City Cigar, a
storefront next to City Hall, behind which Russ and his brother-in-law,
“Little Joe,” operate a gambling empire and effectively run the town.
Smalltime is a riveting American immigrant story that travels back to
Risorgimento Sicily, to the ancient, dusty, hill-town home of Antonino
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Sciotto, the author’s great-grandfather, who leaves his wife and children
in grinding poverty for a new life—and wife—in a Pennsylvania mining
town. It’s a tale of Italian Americans living in squalor and prejudice, and
of the rise of Russ, who, like thousands of other young men, created a
copy of the American establishment that excluded him. Smalltime draws
an intimate portrait of a mobster and his wife, sudden riches, and the toll
a lawless life takes on one family. But Smalltime is something more. The
author enlists his ailing father—Tony, the mobster’s son—as his partner
in the search for their troubled patriarch. As secrets are revealed and
Tony’s health deteriorates, the book become an urgent and intimate
exploration of three generations of the American immigrant experience.
Moving, wryly funny, and richly detailed, Smalltime is an irresistible
memoir by a masterful writer of historical narrative.
Typhoon Aug 23 2019 Charles Cumming, lauded internationally as the
successor to John le Carré, returns with his biggest, most ambitious
thriller to date. Beginning in 1997, just as the British are about to re turn Hong Kong to Chinese rule, Joe Lennox, a young opera tive for SIS
(MI6), loses both his girlfriend and his first high profile asset—a
prominent defector who disappears from a safe house. The girlfriend he
lost to Miles Coolidge, a hard-bitten CIA agent; the asset to collusion
between his bosses and the CIA. Over ten years later, during the run-up
to the Beijing Olympics, Lennox is back in China, facing his old nemeses.
With the CIA plotting to use an Islamic group to destabilize China, the
SIS seeking to thwart them and his old asset the key to all of this, Joe
Lennox, Miles Coolidge, and the girlfriend they shared are all hopelessly
intertwined in a plot where trust is impossible and truth is unknowable.
PLUS SPECIAL BONUS CONTENT: FIRST CHAPTER "SNEAK PEEK" OF
CHARLES CUMMING'S THE TRINITY SIX. The most closely-guarded
secret of the Cold War is about to be exposed – the identity of a SIXTH
member of the infamous Cambridge spy ring. And people are killing for
it... London, 1992. Late one night, Edward Crane, 76, is declared dead at
a London hospital. An obituary describes him only as a 'resourceful
career diplomat'. But Crane was much more than that – and the
circumstances surrounding his death are far from what they seem.
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Fifteen years later, academic Sam Gaddis needs money. When a
journalist friend asks for his help researching a possible sixth member of
the notorious Trinity spy ring, Gaddis knows that she's onto a story that
could turn his fortunes around. But within hours the journalist is dead,
apparently from a heart attack. Taking over her investigation, Gaddis
trails a man who claims to know the truth about Edward Crane. Europe
still echoes with decades of deadly disinformation on both sides of the
Iron Curtain. And as Gaddis follows a series of leads across the
continent, he approaches a shocking revelation – one which will rock the
foundations of politics from London to Moscow... "Cumming's novel is
characterized by a gripping sense of realism. He displays a vast
knowledge of spycraft and Cold War history, and the dense, threedimensional world he crafts comes complete with seedy hotels and
smoky nightclubs. The result is absolutely gripping. Taut, atmospheric
and immersive—an instant classic." – Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on
The Trinity Six The Trinity Six is a Kirkus Reviews Best of 2011 Thrillers
title.
Silesian Station Sep 23 2019 Returning home to Berlin in July 1939,
British journalist John Russell learns that his girlfriend Effi has been
arrested by the Gestapo. Having agreed to work for American
intelligence in exchange for an American passport, Russell hoped he
could stay in Germany with Effi and his son if war with England broke
out, but now he's being blackmailed. The Gestapo will only free Effi if
Russell will work for Nazi intelligence. His former Soviet connections
make him a perfect spy. Russell agrees but secretly offers his services to
the Soviets instead. He won't do anything too dangerous, though, and
only if they'll sneak him and Effi out of Germany in an emergency. It
seems like a good plan, but soon things get complicated. A Jewish girl
has disappeared, and Russell feels compelled to search for her when the
police won't. And the Soviets end up demanding more than Russell
expected. As Europe lurches toward war, Russell must chase the latest
stories while trying both to satisfy his secret masters and to retain some
sense of personal integrity.
Lehrter Station Jul 26 2022 Caught between Soviets and Americans,
silesian-station-john-russell-2-david-downing

John Russell can't escape his role as an accidental spy Book 5 in the John
Russell historical thriller series. It’s 1945, and British journalist John
Russell has finally reunited with his German girlfriend, Effi, in London
after a dangerous flight from war-torn Berlin. But Russell realizes his
new life in England isn’t going to last when he is tracked down by Soviet
agent Shchepkin, who helped Russell escape the disastrous last days of
the war and the Russian army’s destruction of Berlin. It is time to repay
the debt, and Shchepkin’s bosses in Moscow are not the forgiving types.
Russell has no choice but to agree to be transferred back to Germany,
where he will resume his cover as an investigative journalist and hand
over US intelligence reports on the German Communist Party.
Meanwhile, Effi struggles to revive her acting career, but she cannot
fight the desire to uncover ex-Nazi Party members still at large in Berlin.
In this dangerous new world, where alliances change every day, will John
and Effi be able to leave the past behind? Or are the new enemies the
same as the old?
Down Cemetery Road Feb 09 2021 One quiet evening in Oxford, a house
near Sarah Tucker's explodes. The reported cause is a gas leak, but when
a little girl disappears in the aftermath, Sarah—a young married woman,
bored with her life—becomes obsessed with finding her.
WBCN and the American Revolution Jul 22 2019 How Boston radio
station WBCN became the hub of the rock-and-roll, antiwar, psychedelic
solar system. While San Francisco was celebrating a psychedelic
Summer of Love in 1967, Boston stayed buttoned up and battened down.
But that changed the following year, when a Harvard Law School
graduate student named Ray Riepen founded a radio station that played
music that young people, including the hundreds of thousands at Bostonarea colleges, actually wanted to hear. WBCN-FM featured album cuts by
such artists as the Mothers of Invention, Aretha Franklin, and Cream,
played by announcers who felt free to express their opinions on subjects
that ranged from recreational drugs to the war in Vietnam. In this
engaging and generously illustrated chronicle, Peabody Award–winning
journalist and one-time WBCN announcer Bill Lichtenstein tells the story
of how a radio station became part of a revolution in youth culture. At
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WBCN, creativity and countercultural politics ruled: there were no set
playlists; news segments anticipated the satire of The Daily Show; on-air
interviewees ranged from John and Yoko to Noam Chomsky; a telephone
“Listener Line” fielded questions on any subject, day and night. From
1968 to Watergate, Boston’s WBCN was the hub of the rock-and-roll,
antiwar, psychedelic solar system. A cornucopia of images in color and
black and white includes concert posters, news clippings, photographs of
performers in action, and scenes of joyousness on Boston
CommonInterwoven through the narrative are excerpts from interviews
with WBCN pioneers, including Charles Laquidara, the “news dissector”
Danny Schechter, Marsha Steinberg, and Mitchell Kertzman.
Lichtenstein’s documentary WBCN and the American Revolution is
available as a DVD sold separately.
Zoo Station Sep 28 2022 By 1939, Anglo-American journalist John
Russell has spent over a decade in Berlin, where his son lives with his
mother. He writes human-interest pieces for British and American
papers, avoiding the investigative journalism that could get him
deported. But as World War II approaches, he faces having to leave his
son as well as his girlfriend of several years, a beautiful German starlet.
When an acquaintance from his old communist days approaches him to
do some work for the Soviets, Russell is reluctant, but he is unable to
resist the offer. He becomes involved in other dangerous activities,
helping a Jewish family and a determined young American reporter.
When the British and the Nazis notice his involvement with the Soviets,
Russell is dragged into the murky world of warring intelligence services.
Masaryk Station Aug 15 2021 Berlin, 1948. Still occupied by the four
Allied powers and largely in ruins, the city has become the cockpit of a
new Cold War. The legacies of the war have become entangled in the
new Soviet-American conflict, creating a world of bizarre and fleeting
loyalties—a paradise for spies. As spring unfolds, a Western withdrawal
looks increasingly likely. Berlin’s German inhabitants live in fear of the
Soviet forces who occupy half the city, and whose legacy of violence has
ripped apart many families. John Russell works for both Stalin's NKVD
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and the newly created CIA, trying his best to cut himself loose from both
before his double-agency is discovered by either. As tensions between
the great powers escalate, each passing day makes Russell’s position
more treacherous. He and his Soviet liaison, Shchepkin, seek out one
final operation—one piece of intelligence so damning it could silence the
wrath of one nation and solicit the protection of the other. It will be the
most dangerous task Russell has ever taken on, but one way or the other,
it will be his last.
Cesare Mar 10 2021 “Jerome Charyn is one of the most important writers
in American literature.” —Michael Chabon “[Charyn’s] sentences are
pure vernacular music, his voice unmistakable.” —Jonathan Lethem “One
of our most rewarding novelists.” —Larry McMurtry On a windy night in
1937, a seventeen-year-old German naval sub-cadet is wandering along
the seawall when he stumbles upon a gang of ruffians beating up a
tramp, whose life he saves. The man is none other than spymaster
Wilhelm Canaris, chief of the Abwehr, German military intelligence.
Canaris adopts the young man and dubs him “Cesare” after the character
in the silent film The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari for his ability to break
through any barrier as he eliminates the Abwehr’s enemies. Canaris is a
man of contradictions who, while serving the regime, seeks to undermine
the Nazis and helps Cesare hide Berlin’s Jews from the Gestapo. But the
Nazis will lure many to Theresienstadt, a phony paradise in
Czechoslovakia with sham restaurants, novelty shops, and bakeries, a
cruel ghetto and way station to Auschwitz. When the woman Cesare
loves, a member of the Jewish underground, is captured and sent there,
Cesare must find a way to rescue her. Cesare is a literary thriller and a
love story born of the horrors of a country whose culture has died, whose
history has been warped, and whose soul has disappeared. Jerome
Charyn is the author of more than fifty works of fiction and nonfiction.
Among other honors, he has received the Rosenthal Family Foundation
Award for Fiction from the American Academy of Arts and Letters and
his novels have been selected as finalists for the Firecracker Award and
PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction. Charyn lives in New York.
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